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Who am I? What is my teacher passion?
From Ohio to Florida!



Your turn!

Make friends…You will be interacting today!

In your shared language:
•Tell about who you are as a teacher.
•What is your “teacher passion?”



Workshop Essential Questions

• What are the main obstacles and challenges we face as AP teachers? 
• How can we engage students in reflection and goal setting for their own 

progress and learning?
• How can we pace instruction and prepare for the  AP® Spanish Language and 

Culture Exam?
• What are best practices and strategies for success in Multiple Choice 

Interpretive and Free-Response AP® exam tasks?
• What is the best way to guide students to develop intercultural 

perspectives?



Social Media

I welcome tweets and posts; a great 
way to save ideas and comments for 
later and to share your conference 

with others!

• @ProfeSra
• @VHLPreK12
• https://www.facebook.com/coflt

https://www.facebook.com/coflt


Download – Scan QR Code – App store
(App Store – Free QR Code Reader)

Folder with everything:

• Powerpoint
• Documents: 

ØPreviews/screen shots, but full documents downloadable from my 
dropbox link.

ØThis icon refers to handouts/documents that I share throughout the  
presentation.  



College Board – the New CED



Changes? Not really!
SAME ESSENTIALS:
• Same Themes
• Same recommended 

contexts
• Same Exam (minor tweaks)
• Same focus on Modes of 

Language Communication 
and Culture

ENHANCEMENTS
• 8 Course Skills identified
• 13 Task Models called out
• Pedagogical supports:

ØUnit Guides –not required or 
prescribed, not “fleshed out”

ØFocus on Formative vs Summative 
Assessment 

ØStrategies 
ØAP Classroom



Course Framework





Task Models



Exam



Our challenges

Identify one main AP teaching challenge area and 
why it is difficult for you. Write it on your card:
•Think – 1 minute
•Pair – 2 minutes
•Share out!

Put it aside please! 
Keep it for later!



Time for Reflection

How do I approach and scaffold:
• Exposure to Themes and Contexts?
• The 8 Course Skills?
• The 13 Exam task models? 
• Multiple Choice (Interpretive)  (9 Task Models)
• Free Response (Integrated tasks) (4 Task Models)

• Interculturality?
• Vocabulary, especially academic more sophisticated language?
• Structures that move students to more developed communication?



Collaborative Process as we move through the year
Ongoing identification of 
challenges and student needs
Teacher Reflection:
• Student strengths
• Student weaknesses
• Gaps in learning
• Personal areas of needed 

attention
• How do I meet all their needs?
• Time factor

Involve students in ongoing, 
purposeful reflection process 
Student Reflection:
• Students reflect on their own 

strengths and weaknesses.
• They evaluate what they

intend to do to improve.
• Each activity is an opportunity 

to reflect on learning.
ØSomething I learned or now 

know
ØSomething I need to improve 

and what I should do



Exam



Specifically:  4 Reading Sets



Specifically: 2 Audio+Reading Combos and 3 Audios 



Pacing and preparation – My philosophy
• Each theme: About six weeks but coming back constantly!
• Think of each authentic resource as a road to practicing all skills.
• What starts as interpretive leads to all modes 
• Speaking, collaboration interpersonally everyday
• Presenting information, both in writing quick writes, thought clouds, 

activating prior knowledge, etc. 
• I introduce the exam expectations early; students know what to expect 

self- monitor/REFLECT after each task on their process.
• Section One: Exam tasks weekly (either as HW or in class)
• Section Two: One exam task per week (alternate)



Plentiful, Varied, Authentic Experiences - OFTEN

Interpretive Practice and Tools:
• Tablas de noticias/Tableaux de nouvelles - Support themes, 

vocabulary, culture
• AP Spanish Language and Culture Exam Practice work text/workbook. 

Now has have a full practice with Annotated Answer Key
• Released Spanish exam coming this fall
• French – Use released exam from 2018 
• Vocabulary used in questions/options



Tablas de noticias/Tableaux de nouvelles
• Honestly one of my best tools 
• Requires outside work, in addition to text and prep book
• Keeps them updated, attuned to happenings in the Spanish-

speaking world.
• Builds amazing thematic, vocabulary.
• 7 or 14 entries due once per month (handwritten or digital)
• Great summer assignment (keeps them engaged in language)
• Digitally, Turnitin.com avoids copy/paste – students must 

synthesize learning.
• Provide digital links to authentic sites; students find others. 



Explicación



Tabla



Student Sample
Students must give 
an analysis in their 
own words to 
identify and 
evaluate what was 
learned or 
experienced. I 
encourage them to 
consider the 
essential questions 
and impact on the 
community or world.



Follow up in class

After returning evaluated TABLAS:
• Vocabulary sharing out + REFLECTION
• THEMES on board – Students write high frequency vocabulary -define 
• Cultural Comparisons – Bring it home. Ask students to consider their 

community or the U.S. and to talk about similarities and differences 
within the context of the news from their ”tables.” 
• Discussions in class – Positive and negative implications of the article
• Can add cultural learning to their cultural inventory or passports, or 

whatever you do to track experiences.



Multiple Choice Challenges

• Use the strategies in the VHL AP Spanish work text…they give so much 

information. (AP French work text in planning stages!)

• Teach students to use what they know to figure out what they do not understand.

• From simple comprehension to interpretation/analysis, etc.: Texts, questions, 

options

• Questions designed according to Achievement Level Descriptions and Course 
Skills in the CED.

• Vocabulary – always a critical piece 

• REFLECT: What went well? What do I need?

• Expose/Connect students to as many texts as possible; experience builds skills, as 

with the Tablas.



High-Frequency Vocabulary Used in Questions 

• afirmación, la
• alcance, el
• antagonista, 

el/la
• aumento
• cambio
• cifras
• desenlace, el
• desventaja
• factor, el

• gráfico
• informe, el
•moraleja
• obra
• porcentaje, el
• por ciento
• tasa
• ventaja

• destacar
• dirigirse 
• evitar
• faltar 
• incluir
• inculcar
• indicar
• inferir

• intuir
• involucrar
• pertenecer
• presumir
• promocionar
• proporcionar
• reclutar

EXAMPLES of nouns EXAMPLES of verbs



Scaffold the learning experience–It’s not May yet!!! 
Provide contextual information.
Analyze the title – Predict 
Activate prior knowledge
Preview and define difficult vocabulary.
Reading: 

• Read together 
• Ask for interpretation, summaries, analisis in student’s own words

Listening:
• Allow more opportunities to listen.
• Fragment listening experience – Sections with questions for that section



Pacing and preparation – My philosophy
• Each theme: About six weeks but coming back constantly!
• Think of each authentic resource as a road to practicing all skills.
• What starts as interpretive leads to all modes 
• Speaking, collaboration interpersonally everyday
• Presenting information, both in writing quick writes, thought clouds, 

activating prior knowledge, etc. 
• I introduce the exam expectations early; students know what to expect 

self- monitor/REFLECT after each task on their process.
• Section One: Exam tasks weekly (either as HW or in class)
• Section Two: One exam task per week (alternate)



Strategies before reading, listening, viewing
Anticipation Activities
• Activating prior knowledge
• Analyze the title, other preliminary information
• Research the topic
• Predict
• Reflect on one’s own point of view or opinion about the topic
• Identify challenging vocabulary / Define and use
• Listen/Read a fragment for style, form



Ejemplo – Activating prior knowledge 
Reflection/Writing)
Piensa en un invento que podría
mejorar la vida humana y redacta
una breve descripción en la que 
incluyas:

• el nombre del invento
• qué permite hacer
• cómo mejora la vida
• a quiénes beneficia más
• qué desventajas puede tener
• un dibujo del invento (opcional)

Luego describe tu invento y explica
cómo mejoraría la vida de los seres
humanos.



Before Reading 
Vocabulary 
Application

Textbooks have great 
examples of these 

strategies

Temas, Vista Higher Learning



Before listening 
examples

Textbook strategies

Thèmes, Vista Higher Learning
L’amitié et l’amour (T1C2)



While reading, listening, viewing activities

• Visualization
• Identify cause and effect
• Deduce the tone or purpose of the 

author or speaker
• Use what you know to navegate

context
• Interpret tables, graphs, charts
• Summarize
• Paraphrase
• Read between the lines; transcend 

the literal meaning

• Personalize and connect
• Identify products, practices, 

perspectives
• Infer, synthesize, conclude, evaluate
• Distinguish between the main ideas 

and details (listening)
• Graphic organizers 
• Fill in the blanks/ Checklists 

(listening)
• Personal reaction
• Deduce or Identify main ideas

Guide students to capture the essence of the text



Post-reading, listening, viewing strategies                  
Activities to demonstrate comprehension and interpretation

• Students as “experts” to report to others
• Questioning
• Interpreting quotes or fragments
• Order of events 
• Paraphrasing and summarizing
• What will happen next?
• Write an alternative ending (lit.)
• Tell it again, but from the point of view of a different character (lit)



Sample activities

Sample from Thèmes

Thèmes, Vista Higher Learning



Presentational 
application

Sample from Temas



Speaking and writing: Integrated throughout
Después de leer Como la 
vida misma

ALSO lots for IN CLASS 
throughout…for processing, 
analyzing, evaluating, etc.



Exam



Free Response Tasks
Scoring guidelines and scoring that 5 on free response tasks:

• Even at this point in time there are many students who can 
complete the 4 free response tasks in a basic way to get a 3.
• Focus on elaboration, details, and organization to climb to a 5.
• Students need frequent practice, even if we can’t grade 

everything – self/peer evaluation
• Speaking tasks are the most challenging for our students.



Email Reply – Integrated Task 
From the AP Reading:  Planning/Monitoring Strategies 

• Always read the Introduction for the context-purpose of the email.

• Think outside the box on the Saludo/Despedida – keeping it formal.

• Don’t jump right to the questions. Start with an appropriate, polite 
introduction.

• Add details to responses, elaborate.

• ASK a question or request more information.

• Add a polite closing before the despedida.

• See pages 465-466 in Temas; pages 414-415 in Thèmes.

https://reader.vhlcentral.com/temas2e/student-edition/tem2020_vtext?rid=0
https://vtext-cdn.vhlcentral.com/vtext_themes1e/book.html?rid=0


Argumentative Essay Integrated Task
From the AP Reading:
• Make sure to address the prompt.
• Include the postura with the thesis in the first paragraph.
• Include all three sources or never a 5!
• Take the Reader by the hand, guiding him/her with transitions and 

effective logic organization, BOTH within and between paragraphs.
• Do not summarize sources. Student’s voice should guide the essay, to 

make main points, using the sources as evidence to support his/her 
voice.
• Synthesize and interpret in student’s own words.
• See pages 466-468 in Temas; pages 415-417 in Thèmes.

https://reader.vhlcentral.com/temas2e/student-edition/tem2020_vtext?rid=0
https://vtext-cdn.vhlcentral.com/vtext_themes1e/book.html?rid=0


Argumentative Essay Reflection Tool  



Simulated Conversation Integrated Task
What we know:
• A difficult task for students as they only have one chance and little time 

to prepare. FOR PRACTICE…guide - more than once at the beginning.
• Practice, practice practice! Use the speaking practices in TEMAS and the 

AP Spanish work text…every week! 
• Read the introduction ALWAYS.
• Fill the 20 seconds. 
• Informal register!
• With the goodbye, to help fill time, add something appropriate. Ej.: 

Gracias por tus sugerencias. Investigaré más antes de tomar la decisión.
• See pages 468-469 in Temas; pages 417-418 in Thèmes.

https://reader.vhlcentral.com/temas2e/student-edition/tem2020_vtext?rid=0
https://vtext-cdn.vhlcentral.com/vtext_themes1e/book.html?rid=0


Support - Ejemplo – Partner Chat

https://m3a.vhlcentral.com/instructor/61/grading_sets/478962/edit?task_type=already_graded_section


Virtual Chat

Format like the 
exam in the 
textbook; more 
in work text, just 
audio.

Sample

https://m3a.vhlcentral.com/instructor/154/grading_sets/621567/edit?student_id=3621944&task_type=already_graded_section


Cultural 
Comparison
What is the student’s task? 
What does the student 
need to do?
Taken from the new AP 
French Course and Exam 
Description (CED); Same 
for German, Italian, and 
Spanish



Cultural 
Comparison 
samples  
from the 
new CED:

FRQ 4 Comment est-ce que l’aménagement de la ville (ses 
marchés, parcs et rues, par exemple) affecte la vie des gens d’une 
communauté francophone que vous connaissez ? Comparez la 
façon dont l’aménagement de la ville affecte les gens de cette 
communauté francophone à la façon dont il affecte les gens de 
votre communauté ou sinon d’une autre communauté. Dans votre 
exposé, vous pouvez faire référence à ce que vous avez étudié, 
vécu, observé, etc.

FRQ 4: ¿Cómo afecta el diseño de una ciudad (por ejemplo, sus 
mercados, parques y calles) a la vida social de las personas en una 
comunidad del mundo hispanohablante que te sea familiar? 
Compara el efecto del diseño de una ciudad en una región del 
mundo hispanohablante que te sea familiar con el efecto del 
diseño en tu comunidad o en otra comunidad. En tu presentación, 
puedes referirte a lo que has estudiado, vivido, observado, etc.



Cultural Comparison Presentational Speaking 

From the AP Spanish Reading:
• In 2017, 8% of the students scored 0. They did not understand “media.” 

The questions are broad to give them freedom.
• In 2019: 
• AP French this year had 15% score a 0 on this task.
• Sometimes students forget that their community has a culture.
• Ping pong works best – Back and forth, comparing and contrasting.
• Transitions and logical flow, from thesis to conclusion.
• See pages 470-471 in Temas; pages 419-420 in Thèmes.

Total Group:  2.53                       Standard Group: 2.30

https://reader.vhlcentral.com/temas2e/student-edition/tem2020_vtext?rid=0
https://vtext-cdn.vhlcentral.com/vtext_themes1e/book.html?rid=0


Comparación Cultural - Temas

https://m3a.vhlcentral.com/instructor/154/grading_sets/618774/edit?student_id=4415072&task_type=already_graded_section


Cultural Comparison: Organization/Planning  



Cultural Comparison Reflection Tool 



Conexiones Culturales
• In Temas and in Thèmes there are 24 sections that lend 

themselves to the deep cultural growth our students need, 
with a presentational task! 
• In class excellent practice procedures 
• Great comparison among Spanish-speaking communities, as 

well.
• A plethora of information in short readings.
• As they are accomplished, have students add them to the 

Cultural Inventory.



Ask students to think about the target culture 
community of the event or news item discussed 
and to analyze:

• The products (referring to what the target culture 
community produces and uses) 

• How these products reflect the practices (what 
people do or celebrate)

• And finally: how the products and practices 
influence perspectives (what people think or 
believe, their opinions or views of the world).  

CULTURE:
Products, practices, 

and perspectives

Guide students to 
understand 

PERSPECTIVE.



Reflection on products, practices, and 
cultural perspectives:
Afterwards, I ask students to reflect on their 
own perspectives:
• How did they feel (or what did they believe) 

before experiencing the text/news item? 
• Do they still feel the same way or believe as 

before? 
• Or, is it possible that their own perspectives 

have changed as a result of the news item 
or authentic resource accessed and 
experienced? 

Connecting and  
comparing

What does the 
student think?



More Strategies: On the Road to Speaking Proficiency

• El proyecto de hablar solo español por 24 horas.
• Talking points 
• Questions for Inside/Outside Circle or speed dating 
• Debate Team Carousel 
• Tell me about it. Narrate stories about pictures…so much fun!
(In this presentation): 30 seconds to speak!



Describe this scene and what it evokes



What is the purpose of this bridge?



What happened?



¿What do you see? Where is this? How does 
it make you feel?



What happened? Tell me a story!



Explain what has occurred and what will 
happen!



Where is this? 
Describe the scene!
Tell me a story!



Pacing and preparation – My philosophy
• Think of each authentic resource as a chance for practicing all skills.
• What starts as interpretive leads to all modes 
• Speaking, collaboration interpersonally everyday
• Presenting information, both in writing quick writes, thought clouds, 

activating prior knowledge, etc. It does not always have to be a 
argumentative essay: It all all leads to preparation for May
• I introduce the exam expectations early; students know what to expect 

self- monitor/REFLECT after each task on their process.
• Section One exam tasks weekly (either as HW or in class)
• Section Two: One exam task per week (alternate)



More about REFLECTION –Mid Year Survey



Leads to Individual Student Plans

Personalized goal setting 
• Tailored Interpretive listening/reading tasks
• Individual chats with a “prescription to follow”
• Students appreciate the one on one attention.
•Make it count ~ Build confidence and preparation! 
• Focus on both strengths and areas of need.



Let’s revisit our challenges!

Think (1 min.): about your previously identified challenge! 
Pair (2 minutes): 
Share tools or ideas to help you conquer this challenge.
What will you do? What does your partner suggest?

Share out!



Questions? Preguntas? 



Les espero mucha suerte a ustedes y a sus
estudiantes!

Je vous souhaite une année pleine de 
réussites!

GRACIAS y MERCI! 

Parthena:       pdraggett@communityschoolnaples.org



On behalf of 
Vista Higher Learning...

Please contact your Vista Higher 
Learning/Santillana rep for an examination copy 
of each with online temporary access: Or, log on 
to https://www.vhlcentral.com/home and 
request online access.

https://www.vhlcentral.com/home

